
The Danmar Skimmer-Jet 
 
Are you tired of those stagnant spots in your pool where leaves and other debris accumulate 
and eventually sink, sticking you with a mess that’s difficult to clean up? 
 
Why Does That Happen? 
 
They occur because traditional pool jets just aren’t up to the task. Due to their low power, they 
just barely ripple the surface, and they only shoot straight forward, not creating any circular 
motion, so they just can’t reach every part of the pool and move all debris to the filter. 
 
A Solution to the Problem 
 
Wouldn’t it be so much nicer if you didn’t have to deal with these hassles? What if your pool’s 
circulation system could ensure that leaves and the like would end up at the filter, where they’re 
easy to remove? 
 
The new Danmar Skimmer-Jet is a patent-pending nozzle that’s easy to install and provides 
strong, effective circulation. All you do is unscrew the existing pool nozzle, replace it with the 
Skimmer Jet, and reset the jet angle to 45° upward. Now you have powerful circulation that 
moves water rapidly along the sides of the pool, providing these results: 
 

● It reaches places normal jet’s can’t. 
● There won’t be any stagnant places debris collects and sinks. 
● Debris is swept around the pool to filters. 

 
The Danmar Skimmer-Jet is also available directly to individual consumers and on a wholesale 
bulk-purchase basis to pool companies interesting in reselling it to clients. 
 
See the Danmar Skimmer-Jet in action, and order one today to eliminate some maintenance 
headaches! 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT: This written material has been prepared based on sources which you 
provided. Neither Flocksy or the creative who wrote the copy makes any claims whatsoever 
as to the accuracy of the information contained within, and they are not responsible for any 
legal or financial difficulty resulting from the use of this written material. We encourage you 
to review it thoroughly before disseminating it or using it in trade. 
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